
Greetings from the Honors College at Indiana State!  Spring is in the air, and although our 
COVID restrictions remain in effect for all university activities, the pandemic, an entire year 
of it, has not broken the spirit of our students. I have been in awe of the amazing strength and 
discipline demonstrated by our students as they continue to go about the “college things” - 
working hard at class, participating in on-line events and meetings, leading organizations, 
being stellar athletes, making music, stories, and art, giving tireless energy to internships and 
clinicals, with only a fraction of the college fun and interaction.  I’ve just been personally 
inspired by it.  The years may dim the memory of this time and these cohorts of students that 
were forced to sacrifice their experience and push on, but I will never forget. 
 
In the midst of it, we congratulated and said goodbye to our December Honors graduates, 
the largest Fall cohort to graduate from the Honors program or college at ISU. Among our 
outstanding graduates, Ashley Crites, Luke Fleck, Samantha Desiron, Madeline Hellmich, 
Madison Igleheart, Natalie Lawson, Sarah Pund and Taylor Morris were presented the Hines 
Memorial Medal and Rachel Modi received the Daniel J. Bradley Award for Leadership, 
Scholarship and Service. Outstanding, seniors - we are so proud of you!   

(Continued on page 2) 
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On March 3, Give to Blue Day 2021, the university’s third annual giving event, was 
enormously successful in creating support and opportunity for students across the university 
and in the Honors College. Honors received gifts to support student learning and experiences 
exceeding the totals of the two previous events, combined. Many thanks to our former 
president and first lady, Dan and Cheri Bradley, for providing an extremely generous 
matching gift that fueled giving throughout the day, and to challenges by the Schomer family, 
as well as our very own Katie Lugar and Kimmie Collins. For the Honors College, these gifts 
are essential to provide the advanced experiences and preparation for these students, central 
to the purpose of the College itself.  Among other things, these funds support student research 
projects (many of which are noted among the thesis titles and poster excerpts inside this 
newsletter).  A huge thank you also to the McKee family, not only for their significant gift on 
Give to Blue Day, but especially for endowing the McKee Family President’s Scholars 
Academic Experience Fund to provide competitive academic experiences to President’s 
Scholars. 
 
Inside this newsletter, student voices describe some of their activities and achievements of 
recent months in the College (despite being masked, distanced, and otherwise virtual for all of 
it). Please note the titles of the Honors theses submitted in December; these represent the 
culminating work of many student careers at ISU; we have also shared some more detailed 
highlights of student research of the past year. The difficult questions posed by these young 
researchers give me confidence for a future where they are leaders.     
 
Finally, thanks as always to our campus and community partners, and alumni; especially 
during the pandemic, we have been especially reliant on your partnership and contributions.  
The students of the Honors College represent the entire University, and your various 
contributions are vital for their success. 
 
Greg Bierly 
Dean  

(Continued from page 1) 
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DECEMBER 2020 GRADUATES 

The Honors College would like to congratulate the  
December 2020 Honors Graduates! 

 Maya Abdullah 

 Ellie Astell 

 Brianna Atwood 

 Katlyn Bell 

 Christine Benz 

 Brianna Berry 

 Kaitlyn Booker 

 Madilyn Botkin-Whitfield 

 Harley Bray 

 Easton Brower 

 Dylan Carroll 

 Emily Christian 

 Mallory Cooper 

 Ashley Crites 

 Samantha Desiron 

 Kyle Deters 

 Alison Dial 

 Madison Fields 

 Luke Fleck 

 Heather Heidbreder 

 Kyra Helming 

 Paige Jacob 

 Dillion Killion 

 Kendall LaFayette 

 Natalie Lawson 

 Jordan Leverenz 

 Daisy Magee 

 Elizabeth McCammon 

 Joshua McCoon 

 Brooke Meadows 

 Andrew Mersman 

 Rachel Miller 

 Rachel Modi 

 Molly Morgan 

 Kaitlyn Ooten 

 Lexie Parrott 

 Sarah Pund 

 Drew Ratliff 

 Madeline Strelec 

 Halee Stripling 

 Alexandria Tillman 

 Ashton White 

 Katherine Williamson 

 Madigan Wulff 

 Devon Zeck 
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HONORS PEER MENTORS 

As the world shifted abruptly to virtual meetings, remote learning, and work from home, the 
newly- appointed Honors Peer Mentors turned our attention to a new challenge: helping create a 
welcoming college environment for first-year students in the midst of global chaos.  We were, of 
course, thrilled to introduce these bright young Sycamores to everything we love about Indiana 
State, and we hoped we could bring a little normalcy to the turmoil. We bonded with our mentees 
over canceled trips and virtual milestones, comparing how different hometowns adapted their 
graduation ceremonies. We recommended shows to binge-watch, and we exchanged GIFs and 
memes to reflect our moods. Mentors and mentees alike were united, providing a bright 
connection in bleak times.  
 
In a summer of uncertainty, we leaned on each other for advice on issues as commonplace as 
purchasing textbooks or as momentous as resources for navigating the world’s injustices and 
tribulations. At the time, we didn’t know what the fall semester would look like or if we would be 
able to be on campus at all. Still, our mentees amazed us with their accomplishments, their 
dreams, and, most importantly, their resilience. They bravely began a new chapter of their lives, 
amid a global pandemic and social injustices, and their flexibility and positive attitudes continue 
to inspire us. 
 
Throughout the fall semester the Honors Peer Mentors worked to help their mentees get 
acclimated to what college is like. This was a different process than most years, as the mentors 
themselves had to find a new groove and develop their own way to navigate the very different 
looking semester than normal. Despite this unprecedented challenge, we made it through and 
were able to have some wonderful interactions with our mentees. Senior mentor Gabby Tortorice 
connected with her mentees during the Halloween season as she made goodie bags to share with 
all of them. Stationed at her favorite study spot (and the favorite study spot of many of our Honors 
students), Starbucks, she was able to avoid a large group gathering and hand them out to her 
mentees as they stopped by. It was a wonderful opportunity for them to catch up and some of her 
mentees used the little pumpkins included in the goodie bags to portray their artistic abilities. 
Junior mentor Trinity Hilton shared that one of the coolest opportunities she had to help foster our 
mentor-mentee relationships was through working together on teams in other student 
organizations and within the Honors College. This was a unique way to collaborate with our 
mentees and break through some of the restraints placed on us by COVID. Another junior mentor 
stated that “it was cool to work directly with a mentee on a committee and engage with them 
outside of our mentor-mentee relationship. It was fun to be in a situation where sometimes I was 
learning and receiving guidance from them outside of our HPM experience.” 
 
As a group we were able to have a lot of fun working together, sharing new ideas on how to 
engage, and hearing about each other's experience. The pandemic served as something we could 
use to help support each other and push each other out of our normal comfort zones. Building 
relationships between mentors and mentees this semester has been a wonderful opportunity and 
experience. It was fun and engaging, and allowed us to not only meet and get to know new 
members of our Honors community but also helped us grow close as a mentor cohort and make 
some new friends. We are all looking forward to watching our mentees grow and thrive in the 
Honors College and excited about making more in-person connections with them post-pandemic.  
 
- Kimmie Collins & Noah Heim, 2020 Honors Peer Mentors 
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EDUCATION ABROAD 

Welcome to the study abroad office! We are Alexia, Kyra, and Hannah - the student employees 
for Education Abroad. 2020 has obviously changed a lot, especially study abroad. However, 
there is still a lot of good to reflect on and to look forward to. Currently, we are accepting 
applications for the 2021-2022 academic year! Below you can find highlights of Alexia & Kyra’s 
experiences abroad. 
 
Alexia here! I studied abroad in 
Ormskirk, England at Edge Hill 
University during the Fall 2018 
semester. Ormskirk is just a thirty-
minute train ride from Liverpool, 
and a two-hour train ride from 
London! While at Edge Hill, I was 
enrolled in twelve credit hours, all 
of which transferred back as 
Honors credits for the conversion 
track. I was able to visit ten other 
countries during my trip. My 
favorite was when my family 
came to visit, and we toured 
Auschwitz. This trip was special 
because I was able to learn more 
about the late Eva Kor, who I had 

a chance to meet my freshman year during my 
Honors class. Now, I run the social media accounts 
for the Education Abroad Office. I am always 
excited to talk about my trip, so do not hesitate to 
reach out if you have any questions! 
 
This is Kyra! I studied abroad in Florence, Italy at 
Florence University of the Arts during Summer 
2019. Florence is a beautiful city, and it is a great 
location to study abroad. The city is very walkable 
and has lots of great opportunities for class field 
trips. I was only abroad for six weeks, but I was still 
able to do so much during this time. I was able to 
visit six other cities in Italy and two other countries. 
My favorite memory was zip lining in Croatia. This 
trip was very special because I got to learn so much 
about Europe and immerse myself in the culture. 
Florence University of the Arts is a great university, 
and most majors will be able to find classes that can 
transfer back for a class they need. I would  

(Continued on page 6) 
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recommend this university to anyone! I loved my time abroad and think that anyone should 
meet with our office and start the journey to begin their study abroad experience! 
 
Hi, this is Hannah! I am the student office assistant for Education Abroad. My job is to process 
the application forms prior to a student’s study abroad experience. I was supposed to go to 
Greece in May of 2020 with the Honors College, but unfortunately COVID put a stop to that. 
COVID has changed how our office operates, but we are still helping students make travel 
plans! Earlier this semester we hosted an informational table in Pickerl Hall for Honors 
students. You can also make an appointment on our website: https://www.indstate.edu/
education-abroad.  
  
As you can see, we all had different lengths of study abroad experiences and all visited (or 
were supposed to visit) different places. The perfect experience is out there for you - let our 
office help you find it! 
 
- Alexia Golden, Kyra Helming, & Hannah DeBlock 

(Continued from page 5) 

The honor societies at Indiana State University were resilient and able to adjust their 
programming this semester to account for the new university COVID-19 regulations. Alpha 
Lambda Delta and the National Society of Collegiate Scholars (NSCS) members attended an 
online induction ceremony featuring chapters from across the country. After these ceremonies, 
new inductees socialized with members of the Indiana State chapter on Zoom. During this 
time, we played games and members discussed unique experiences they have gained from the 
honor society. In addition, our honor societies collaborated with the Career Center to host two 
professional development events: Focus2 Career Assessment and Networking. The Focus2 
Career Assessment evaluated skills that you can contribute to the workplace. During the 
event, we were able to discuss what specific results meant and how your skills are beneficial in 
the workplace. The Networking Event hosted by Golden Key Honour Society explained 
proper ways to network in a virtual setting. Furthermore, our honor societies participated in 
community service initiatives. NSCS hosted a volunteering event at the community garden. 
Members were happy to come together to dedicate their time and give back to the community. 
NSCS also partnered with Active Minds and the Alzheimer's Association as part of a national 
campaign. NSCS hopes to continue to raise awareness and help serve these organizations next 
semester. The NSCS chapter is currently planning to participate in Longest Day Campaign 
with the Alzheimer's Association. Alpha Lambda Delta has been giving back to healthcare 
workers and plans to host a letter writing campaign next semester. This campaign will thank 
healthcare workers for their continued hard work during the pandemic. We have started 
planning for next semester and are grateful for all the opportunities we were able to provide 
this semester. 
 
- Alex Correale-Otto, 2020-2021 Honors College Graduate Assistant 

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETIES 

https://www.indstate.edu/education-abroad
https://www.indstate.edu/education-abroad
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COOKING CLASS 

The fall semester of 2020 has been nothing like any semester we have ever experienced. Many 
of the typical events and organization happenings have been virtual or halted. Despite the 
challenges, the Honors College has heightened morale with various virtual and socially 
distant events. I had the pleasure of attending the virtual Sycamore Farm Cooking Class. The 
class was hosted by one of Indiana’s top chefs, Kris Kraut, via Zoom.  
 
Kraut curated a special menu of delicious vegan breakfast 
dishes to be prepared in the dorm. Our menu included fruit 
salad and french toast, and lucky for us, we were provided all 
the supplies free of charge. All that was required of 
participants was to pick up a free kit full of fresh food from 
the Honors College office during the day. 
 
During the Zoom itself, Kraut led us through all the steps of 
both dishes. One might think that a Zoom-based cooking 
class would be boring or too fast-paced, but Kraut found the 
perfect speed for us and was very generous with his 
instructions. He provided fun and informative information 
about each of the individual ingredients as well as some of 
the cookware that was gifted to us. 
 
In the end, both of the dishes were huge hits among all of the participants. My favorite was the 
fruit salad, and I am looking forward to preparing it again! I am so thankful that the Honors 
College has provided these fun, socially distant events that are a pleasant break from the chaos 
of this unique semester.  
 
- Elizabeth Beeman, Mathematics Education 

VOLUNTEERING 

 

Photo provided by Tejas Kandharkar 
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NONPROFIT PANEL 

 One of the reasons I enjoy being a part of the Honors College are the many opportunities 
provided to meet and learn from alumni of the college, specifically those working in a capacity 
which I also desire to work in. A few years ago, I realized my aspiration to help others in a way 
that went beyond volunteering my spare time. I was able to visualize my role in effectively 
helping others in my major, dietetics, through the nonprofit leadership minor. From in-class 
program planning, research, and budgeting to out-of-the-classroom program implementation 
and evaluation, the minor has provided me real-world learning for real-world problems. I have 
been able to witness systemic problems that take long-term, strategic solutions and how to create 
those solutions, specifically in my interest of food security. I am excited to continue receiving out
-of-the-classroom experience through my internship next summer with the nonprofit leadership 
program in an international healthcare nonprofit that I am passionate about. 
 
Recently, I had the absolute pleasure of moderating a panel of four alumni from the nonprofit 
leadership program who are all Certified Nonprofit Professionals (a credential you can receive 
through the program at ISU) and employed by nonprofits in Illinois and Indiana. During our 
discussion, I was able to ask many pressing questions that have been on my mind and the minds 
of other future nonprofit professionals in the midst of the pandemic. Abby Koester, Interim 
President and CEO of Children’s Museum Illinois, provided a truth-filled message explaining  
the difficulties that come with being in a leadership role in a nonprofit right now, and how 
COVID-19 has impacted funding and continuity of their service to the public as a museum. Paige 
Vanzo, Annual Giving & Stewardship Specialist at St. Vincent Indianapolis Hospital, gave advice 
to those entering the healthcare division of the nonprofit sector. Throughout the pandemic, 
giving and grants have been very important yet very difficult to maintain because so many 
organizations are in need of them. 
 
Sarah Mihich-Baker, Director of Data and Research at Indiana Youth Institute, works with 
several different nonprofits through the institute in order to improve lives for all Indiana 
children and through her role has built up critical data for nonprofit organizations to be able to 
effectively serve their communities throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. She also discussed the 
problems and solutions that have arisen since COVID-19 began impacting the state of Indiana 
and how their organization is working to equip nonprofits in aiding in that. Keenen Stevenson, 
Student Supports Manager for Communities in Schools (CIS) of Chicago, described the work CIS 
of Chicago is doing during these unprecedented times, including counseling and coaching 
families coping with stress, anxiety, and economic insecurity in a safe way through their 
TeleSupport, as well as other ways CIS is adapting to continue reaching their mission in Chicago 
schools. 
 
These four individuals expanded on how nonprofits are continuing to help communities through 
redesigning their approach while achieving the same outcomes. It was really inspiring to speak 
with them about their work because they are all truly passionate about what they do; not 
because of money and not because of recognition, but to help and bring hope to their 
communities. I hope, after my graduation and receiving my CNP credential, to be able to do the 
same.  
 
- Rachel Zimmerman, Dietetics and Nonprofit Leadership 
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HAUNTED HISTORY WALKING TOURS 

 Tell Tale Tours’ Haunted History walking tours were an interesting experience, and the 
Honors College was kind enough to purchase tickets for students. The Sins and Spirits tour 
gave the history of some iconic spots in Terre Haute during the Prohibition Era, as well as a 
few ghost stories to go along with them. The Downtown Haunted History tour walked us 
through downtown Terre Haute and our very own ISU campus. It was interesting to learn 
some things left out on the previous tour, as well as a few more local ghost stories about our 
campus buildings.  
 
As someone who is not from Terre Haute, it gave me a connection to it and seemed to let me 
in on a few secrets that I wouldn’t have known otherwise. Going to college usually means 
going away from home, even if it’s only for a few months at a time. Getting to know the city 
my college is in helped me get rid of any lingering homesickness and feel like Terre Haute was 
truly my second home. Plus, I love ghost stories and having a good scare, so that was an 
added treat to the experience. The tours were a ton of fun so I can’t thank the Honors College 
enough for getting us tickets, and Ashley Hood for giving us the tour itself. 
 
- MJ Meece, Language Studies & Psychology 

Photo provided by Conner Walts 
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RESEARCH SPOTLIGHT: KAYLI WORTHEY 

Hi Sycamores! 
 
My name is Kayli Worthey and I am a senior at ISU studying Human Development and 
Family Studies. The Honors College has offered me many opportunities to expand my 
academic horizon including my Honors Thesis and doing research with a Dr. Anthony 
Walker! 
 
The last four years I have looked forward to my Honors Thesis and I knew I wanted to do 
something that relates to blended families, as they are often overlooked and underrepresented 
in family studies research. Growing up, I saw my dad co-parent with my half-sisters’ mothers 
and it was everything but simple. Co-parenting is hard for any couple, together or not, but it’s 
essential for a child’s wellbeing. When I started researching how divorced co-parenting 
relationships impact children, I focused on the eight dimensions of wellness and most of the 
research I could find focused on emotional (mental health), intellectual (academic success), 
physical (anxiety and heart issues), and social (behavioral and adjustment issues). As I read 
some journal articles that stood out to me, I would read the articles cited within and I ended 
up with 55 sources that supported my thesis. What I found was that certain factors of co-
parenting relationships, including support, co-parental communication, co-parental conflict, 
financial stability, and parent-child relationships (especially father-child), impact the child’s 
wellbeing. If co-parents do not work together post-divorce, children are at more at risk for 
mental and physical health issues, more adjustment problems, and a lack of academic 
achievement. 
 
I’ve been very lucky to work with Dr. Anthony Walker since January 2019 on his 
undergraduate research team. We are currently finishing up a project on religious and sexual 
identity integration within the LGBTQ+ community. Our IRB certified project included 
qualitative interviews with emerging adults in the LGBTQ+ community on their religious 
beliefs and sexual identity, as well as their influence on each other. My job was to transcribe 
these interviews and analyze the data we have found to see what factors stand out. One thing 
we have found is that there is a large media influence on both of these identities and the 
identity integration. We have also worked on previous projects, such as "Show Me Who Your 
Friends Are," which links the friendships of emerging adults and their religious beliefs while 
in college, and “Changing for you: Romantic relationships and relationships with God,” which 
looks at how romantic relationships impact one’s spirituality. We are currently working on 
editing our “Changing for you” academic article that has been submitted for publishing in 
Religions through MDPI.  
 
Going forward in academic and professional career, I will be attending Eastern Illinois 
University for my Master’s Degree in Human Services Programming Administration and one 
day become a Family Life Programming Administrator and Co-Parenting Coordinator. Blue 
still seems to be my favorite color and I will never forget what ISU, especially the Honors 
College, has done for me. I walked into Pickerl Hall my freshman year confused on what my 
professional purpose was. In May 2021, I’ll graduate from Indiana State University with a 
degree to help Blended families and breakdown the stereotype of a “perfect” family.  
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RESEARCH SPOTLIGHT: EMILY LAYER 

Speculative fiction—science fiction in particular—has always been a huge influence on my life. So 
when it came time to choose a topic for my Honors thesis, I knew that I wanted to step away from my 
majors, and instead focus on the genres of literature and film that have helped shape who I am. I 
investigated the suggestion that speculative fiction films have fallen behind on their portrayal of 
gender, to the point that they use regressive stereotypes. Most existing studies focused on very few 
films from a very small timeframe, so I chose to analyze 15 films from 1970-2020 to understand how 
gender portrayal has evolved, and to use social conditions at the times of their release to contextualize 
these depictions. I found that male characters embodied traditional masculine traits, with aggression 
being overwhelmingly common. This was likely influenced by wars both past and present, and early 
discontent concerning the rise of women in traditionally male-dominated circles. Female characters 
experienced extreme change, with an overall trend towards increasing masculinity. This was likely 
influenced by second, third, and fourth wave feminism encouraging women to advocate for equal 
rights and political representation, as well as the #MeToo movement, which led to films that, for the 
first time, widely showed women supporting women, especially when it came to defending those 
victimized by sexual violence. Overall, I believe that my findings suggest that we may be inadequately 
approaching the analysis of gender portrayal in speculative fiction films, and perhaps the film medium 
as a whole. Past studies have been too limited in scope, or analyzed films without considering what 
may have influenced gender depictions. But my GH 401 experience allowed me to view speculative 
fiction films through a new lens, and discover that these films may not be as regressive as previously 
thought.  
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RESEARCH SPOTLIGHT: JAZLYN ROWAN 

The misperceptions of Black femininity and Black culture have played an integral role in the 
predestined casualties in the lives of Black children. Because educators and administrators 
lack cultural knowledge that hasn’t stemmed from media portrayals, Black girls often have to 
suppress their intersectional identities to assimilate to White culture and avoid the loud, 
disruptive, abrasive, and thuglike stigmas.  
 
I chose to amplify the voices of Black girls through a discussion of the preschool-to-prison 
pipeline after undergoing my own voice being muted and unheard. As a young adult on an 
advanced sports team, I was subject to racial discrimination. After three years of being 
questioned about my natural hairstyles, receiving harsher punishments than my teammates, 
and a variety of other barriers, I filed an investigation with leadership, in which I insisted the 
staff be culturally coached. Two months later, I was released from the team following the fall 
season of my third year.  
 
This experience combined with my own educational experiences growing up in public schools 
contributed to my interest and research surrounding the preschool-to-prison pipeline of Black 
girls and the potential policies, practices, and procedures educators and administrators could 
execute to alter and break the fated life trajectories of Black youth. 
 
While Black girls and women have a history of being overlooked and pushed aside, the 
negative educational experiences of Black girls are especially important due to the current 
state of 2020. For instance, it took three months and the death of two Black men for protests, 
rallies, and demonstrations to be mobilized for Breonna Taylor, now the whole world says her 
name.  
 
Manifesting from preconceived, natural judgments rooted by society, school officials practice 
exclusionary discipline on Black girls at seven times the rate of White students, further leaving 
them vulnerable to damaging outcomes that persist throughout adulthood, impairing their 
behavioral, social, and cognitive skills. My research aims to disrupt the use of exclusionary 
discipline that leaves Black girls vulnerable to learning complications by evaluating the 
disadvantages Black girls are birthed with, the effect of academic dismissal on cognitive 
abilities, and restorative practices school officials can implement to take steps to reverse the 
school-to-prison pipeline. Focusing on the unnecessary discipline and persistent oppression, 
my research urges immediate freedom. Reflecting the larger society where it resides, the 
educational system is embedded in institutional and systematic racism.  
 
I am grateful to have been referred to the Honors College after excelling in the LEAP program, 
a summer program for applicants who did not meet the ACT or SAT standards (an obstacle 
preventing Black students from progressing academically). My research guided by 
opportunities, connections, and assistance from the Honors College has continued my path 
toward educational equity and reform. One thing I have learned during the Revolution and 
COVID-19 pandemic is that we all have a story and platform to speak with passion and hope 
for the future; silence does not exist, and your truth should be told.    
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RESEARCH SPOTLIGHT: GABRIELLA TORTORICE 

Choosing this topic was the easiest part of the entire process, because I grew up listening to rap 
music. Although I've always loved the music genre, I have recently grown a deeper understanding 
and appreciation for it. When I began the research process, I was immediately disheartened. Anytime 
I typed the words "rap music" into a search bar, I was met with overwhelming negativity. Most 
articles about rap music discuss "negative" influences on youth, such as the promotion of violence, 
explicit lyric content, etc. However, I also discovered that almost all of the authors of said articles 
have 1. No cultural connection to this art form, and 2. Barely a surface level understanding of rap 
music. Articles discussing an active use of rap in the music classroom are almost nonexistent, so I 
created my own resources. My thesis highlights three original music lessons for different age groups 
(K-2, 3-5, 6-8), all with rap as the curricular basis. My lessons feature the rap songs “Swimming Pools 
(Drank)” by Kendrick Lamar, “I Can” by Nas, and “School Spirit” by Kanye West. What better 
comeback against negative articles than using a rap song that literally advises the listener to dive 
head first into a pool full of liquor for a fun and appropriate kindergarten music lesson? This process 
made me aware of the full extent of society’s misrepresentation and misunderstanding of rap music, 
as well as the underrepresentation of rap within general music curriculum. I plan to incorporate rap 
music into my own classroom, not only as an occasional substitute for classical music, but as a focal 
point. My aspiration is to continue my research on this topic throughout higher education, and to 
continually create diverse and engaging music resources for all.   
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RESEARCH SPOTLIGHT: BRIELLE BATCH 

As a Public Health major with a concentration in Health Administration, I have had the 
opportunity to complete two Human Resource Development courses. In one of these courses, 
Organizational Development (HRD 425), I completed an Organizational Culture Assessment 
and Change Model for the Honors College. These assignments reaffirmed an issue that I had 
previously recognized in the Honors College: the disparity of ethnic/racial diversity between 
the Honors College and the general Indiana State University student population. After 
presenting my preliminary research to the Honors College faculty, Ms. Katie Lugar 
recommended that I continued my research in conjunction with my Honors Thesis.  
 
To begin my thesis, I wrote a 10-question survey with questions pertaining to participants’ 
demographic background(s) and attitudes related to the Honors College. In order to 
distribute the survey and collect data, I completed and submitted forms to the Indiana State 
University Institutional Review Board (IRB) to receive approval to complete research with 
human subjects. The survey was distributed to leaders and students from different 
organizations across campus. Once the data were obtained, I used ANOVA (Analysis of 
Variance) tests and descriptive statistics to compare students’ responses to the survey 
questions against each other.  
 
Analysis of the collected data revealed two primary things. First, the most commonly cited  

 
(Continued on page 18) 
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I wanted to use my Honors thesis as an opportunity to dive into recent American politics. As 
I contemplated the exact topic, I saw someone compare Donald Trump’s tweets to FDR’s 
Fireside Chats, and this idea stuck with me. I knew that the methods presidents use to 
communicate had changed with technological advances, but had the content of their 
messages changed?  
 
I went to my advisor Dr. Bergbower with the idea of comparing Donald Trump’s tweets to 
the Fireside Chats, and he recommended I read Richard Neustadt’s (1990) Presidential Power 
and the Modern Presidents as the theoretical basis for my paper. After reading the book and 
talking with Dr. Bergbower, I decided that in order to have a manageable amount of data, 
Donald Trump’s COVID-19 news conferences would be the best way to compare the two 
presidents. The news conferences, like the Fireside Chats, were carefully prepared, widely 
broadcasted, and consisted of audio messages regarding a specific crisis. Tweets, while an 
important part of Donald Trump’s legacy, are not the kind of communication I needed for 
this project.  
 
When I began coding the different types of statements FDR and Donald Trump were making 
in their communications, I assumed that they would be extremely different. However, when 
broken down by the type of messages per minute, both men gave messages of plans, comfort, 
and blame at similar rates, though the Fireside Chats did tend to be more informative. I also 
found that Donald Trump blamed others more often as the COVID-19 crisis intensified, while 
FDR’s use of blame increased (very slightly) over time. I didn’t find a link between the  
 

(Continued on page 19) 

 

reason that current Indiana State University students stated for not joining the Honors 
College was a lack of advertisement and awareness of it before attending Indiana State 
University. Second, the most commonly cited incentive that current Indiana State University 
students provided for joining the Honors College was additional financial aid and/or 
scholarship opportunities.  
 
In this sense, to increase the ethnic/racial diversity of the Honors College, the Honors 
College must increase its advertisement and recruitment efforts to diverse student 
populations. Additionally, the Honors College should both increase the advertisement and 
quantity of scholarships provided to students of diverse backgrounds who are interested in 
the Honors College.  
 
By completing this project, I have gained additional experience with the importance of 

diverse student populations/workforces, the Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval 

process, and quantitative research. These skills will be valuable as I go into my future career 

as a physician specializing in General Public Health & Preventive Medicine or Clinical 

Health Informatics. After graduating from the Indiana State University Honors College in 

May 2021, I will be attending medical school. 

(Continued from page 17) 
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I started research and writing my thesis at the beginning of the semester. At first, I struggled 
to find a topic that I would enjoy researching until I started to read a book in my gender 
studies course called “Borders & Boundaries: Women in India’s Partition” by Ritu Menon and 
Kamla Bhasin. This book went into great detail that studied violence against women during 
the Partition of India and Pakistan in 1947. Although the Partition of India and Pakistan is 
well researched, women’s struggles are perplexingly absent and understudied. I took it upon 
myself to build on Menon and Bhasin’s (1998) historiography and found many sources that 

 
(Continued on page 20) 

RESEARCH SPOTLIGHT: EMILY CHRISTIAN 

 

amount of blame a president used in his communications and his approval rating.  
 
I really enjoyed working on this paper, though parts of it were exhausting. I would not 
recommend watching news conferences for eight hours at a time. To anybody planning their 
own thesis, I highly recommend asking for advice from faculty or generally talking it through 
with other people. I just finished applying to graduate schools, where I hope to continue 
studying American politics after I graduate in May.  

(Continued from page 18) 
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uncovered more information regarding feminism in Pakistan and India, current gender roles, 
and repercussions given to the men who performed these horrific acts.  
 
In my Honors thesis, I uncovered many gruesome details about what types of violence 
women endured to preserve their family’s “honor”, including but not limited to, maiming, 
rape, abduction, compulsory “suicide”, cutting of breasts, and slicing open uteruses. Violence 
was held on women’s bodies based off this notion of honor. A woman had honor if she was 
chaste, which upheld the patriarchal and misogynistic views in India and Pakistan. 
Furthermore, women’s bodies became the literal and symbolic ground for nationalist battles 
and community identity. According to the research I found, men faced no repercussions for 
their actions nor compensation granted to the victims. However, women in India and 
Pakistan have not stopped fighting for their basic human rights. There have been many 
protests, law changes, and more opportunities for women to work outside of the home 
(getting away from traditional gender norms).  
 
To say a little bit about my future plans, I will be getting my doctorate in clinical psychology. 
I have applied to multiple universities whose programs will begin in fall 2021. I have a 
passion for the mentally ill and I plan on researching and performing clinical work to aid 
them in any way I possibly can.   

(Continued from page 19) 
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Ashleigh Adams, Applied Medicine and Rehabilitation: Black health matters 

Ellie Astell, Baccalaureate Nursing: Delayed cord clamping and its effects on neonates and mothers 

Brianna Atwood, Baccalaureate Nursing: The truth about childhood vaccinations 

Adam Bahus, Language Studies: His way: Frank Sinatra and his influence 

Brielle Batch, Public Health: An analysis of the disparity of ethnic and racial diversity between the Honors 
College and the general Indiana State University student population 

Katlyn Bell, Baccalaureate Nursing: The impact of voices on preterm infants 

Lauren Benagh, Biology with a Specialization in Medical Laboratory Science: A pathway to change: 
The etiology and stigmas of autism spectrum disorder 

Christine Benz, Applied Medicine and Rehabilitation/Pre-DPT: Effects of pre-practice football on GPS 
derived volume metrics 

Brianna Berry, Baccalaureate Nursing: Shining light on endometriosis: A common yet poorly understood 
disease 

Arielle Blankenship, Biology: State of decay: An analysis of factors influencing the rate of human 
decomposition 

Maggie Booe, Engineering-Mechanical: Global engineering careers: The importance and effects of 
language on industry 

Emilee Bridgewater, Psychology: The government's mental health services: Are they enough? 

Lexus Brittingham, Dietetics: Nutrigenetics: How do genes and diet affect our health? 

Easton Brower, Physical Education & Exercise Science: Understanding Alzheimer's and the current 
research available 

Allison Byrd, Music Business: Dirty manufacturing: A look into corporate environmental behaviors 

Sarah J. Campbell, Anthropology: Past forensic science methods vs. today’s: How these methods have 
improved to help solve crimes 

Ivy Mae Capehart, History: Pandemics in the history of the United States: Moving forward in a world 
doomed for pandemics 

Alec Carr, Aviation Management: Addressing the safety stigma of low-cost air carriers 

Emily Christian, Psychology: The partition of India and Pakistan: Violence against women and current 
feminism practices 

Kimmie Collins, Marketing: Happily ever after: Disney's practices for enduring brand resonance 

Hannah DeBlock, Public Health-Health Administration: COVID-19 investigated in terms of disparities: 
An analysis of the past, present, and future of public health in Illinois 

Alex Denoyer, Packaging Engineering Technologies: Comparing tested and estimated compression 
strength in the packaging industry  

Samantha Desiron, Psychology: The psychology underlying anti-vaccination beliefs 

Alison Dial, Accounting & Business Administration: Dirty money: Analysis of accounting and 
investigation of money laundering 

Olivia Dillion, Health Sciences-Health Administration: COVID-19: The homewrecker of disease 

Brianna N. Doll, Biology: Massage therapy and chronic medical conditions 

Tyra Dowell, Accounting: Societal perceptions of non-traditional households: Detonating the nuclear 
family 

Emily N. Eckert, Criminology and Criminal Justice & Language Studies: Serial murder: An 
investigation of the phenomenon 

Majd El-Alami, Biology & Pre-Dentistry: Opioid use and treatment in rural and urban areas: A 
comparative study 

FALL 2020 GH 401 RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS 
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Jeffre Few, Engineering: The future of renewable energy 

Madison P. Fields, Geology: Bio-ethanol as fuel: The better alternative 

Nathaniel Fleig, Civil Engineering Technology: Concrete: The material that America is built on 

Sydney Funkhouser, Applied Medicine: The caffeine epidemic: How it is affecting the world 

Jessica K. Goodman, Language Studies: Give me a cigarette: Cultural comparison of smoking in the U.S. 
and France 

Jonathan Goodman, Electronic Engineering Technology: Grid integration of solar power 

Taylor Graves, Information Technology: Embracing A.I.: An analysis of the past, present, and future of 
artificial intelligence 

Claudia Hebble, Language Studies: Global dynamics in professional dress 

Abigail Hemmen, Political Science & English: Maintaining presidential prestige through national crises 

Grace Hicks, Insurance and Risk Management: Unfair practices of the insurance industry: Problems, 
solutions, and history 

Madison Hilbert, Economics: A random walk down Wall Street: A weak form evaluation of the efficient 
market hypothesis 

Trinity Hilton, Elementary Education & Special Education: A growing concern: Childhood trauma in 
elementary special education 

Olivia Hinton, Art-Graphic Design: Women in graphic design 

Elizabeth Hodge, Psychology: Anxiety, social support, and health behaviors during the pandemic 

Katelyn Hooten, Earth and Environmental Systems-Atmospheric and Surface Processes: 
Superheroes and American culture: An analysis over superhero representation of social issues 

Kary Horner, Exercise Science: Does temperature affect the results of vertical jump height in athletes: A 
comparison of different temperatures and their results 

Makayla Irish, Operations and Supply Chain Management: Supply demand mismatches and risk 
management in healthcare: Lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic 

Paige Jacob, Baccalaureate Nursing: Help or harm: ECMO therapy and quality of life 

Megan Karas, Health Sciences-Public Health: Effects of genetic testing on reducing infant mortality 

Sarah Kindley, Music Liberal Arts: From insult to intellectual: Hegemonic framing of modernist musical 
aesthetic 

Sierra Kirkley, English Teaching: Sparking the desire to read: Incorporating young adult literature in the 
high school classroom 

Kendall LaFayette, Professional Aviation Flight Technology & Aviation Management: The past, the 
present, the future of airlines  

Megan Lambrecht, Biology with Medical Laboratory Science Specialization: How Hollywood and the 
media are impacting the criminal justice system: The CSI effect 

Paige J. Lett, Social Work: Military sexual assault and military sexual trauma 

Jordan Leverenz, Art: Light and dark: Francisco de Goya's health and the mystery of the Black Paintings 

Kacie Lima, Physical Education Exercise Science: Is animal-assisted therapy effective? A comparison of 
therapeutic data 

Daisy Magee, Biology: From Fish to Humans: Marine microplastics and the indirect effects on human 
health 

Victoria Mahoney, Music Education-Choral: Decolonization through sustainability: Incorporating 
indigenous narratives in the music classroom 

Olivia Marshall, Baccalaureate Nursing: Stressors in the nursing field 

Colleen Mason, Interior Architecture Design: The construction of a story: The built environment in 
Edith Wharton's writing 
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Gwendolyn Mathis, Elementary Education: In favor of the legitimacy of constructed languages: A 
comparison of constructed languages and natural languages 

Lyric McArthur, Applied Medicine: Understanding anxiety disorders 

Joshua D. McCoon, Psychology: The Enneagram: A viable model of personality? 

John McGlone, Economics: How lawsuits are used to protect the environment 

Maggie McKinney, Biology: Toxic waters: The current effects of pollutants on our waterways and aquatic 
ecosystems  

Austin Miller, Prof Aviation Flight Technology: Illegal immigration: How the Mexican border affects the 
United States 

Rachel Miller, Professional Flight Aviation Technology and Aviation Management: Legalizing 
marijuana: Do the benefits outweigh the costs? 

Anojah Moore, Finance: Black Lives Matter: An outcry for Black communities or a societal deterrence? 

Makenli Mosby, Political Science - Legal Studies & Communication-Public Relations: CSI effect 

Aisha Murray, Social Work: Child welfare worker burnout: The effects of secondary trauma on 
professionals 

Grace Nelson, Baccalaureate Nursing: Do you know your body? Misinformation in women's health 

Andrea Nichols, Music Education: Analyzing elementary music curriculums and their effect on vocal 
health 

Jessalyn Norris, Psychology: Drug use and borderline personality disorder 

Nicole O'Sullivan, Dietetics: Effect of COVID-19 on food insecurity in the United States 

Ashley Panka, Health Sciences-Health Administration: Opioid use disorder in the United States: 
treatments and prevention for opioid use 

Jillian Pelikan, Speech-Language Pathology: An examination between laryngeal physiology and 
Parkinson's disease: Severity and treatment 

Trevor Ragle, Information Technology: 5G: The new standard of cellular technology 

Drew Ratliff, Biology: The ethics of abortion 

Bailey Raymann, Interior Architecture Design: Interior designers and indoor air quality: A 
comprehensive study of existing literature 

Blake Reifsteck, Physical Education Exercise Science: To move or not to move: A look into exercise post-
stroke 

Adam Rose, Recreation and Sport Management: The physiological, sociological, and psychological 
impact of early sport specialization in youth sports 

Jolie M. Rusznak, Elementary Education: Ability grouping in the elementary classroom: How can we 
bridge the achievement gap?  

Gil Saddig, Finance: Robinhood investors: The dangers they pose to the market during COVID-19 

Naseera Salahuddin-Williams, Baccalaureate Nursing: The inevitable grief of the Black American child 

Brooklyn Sanders, Social Work: An agenda of reinforced recidivism: The struggles of societal re-entry 

Paige Scamihorn, Social Studies Education: Jim Crow era: Looking to the past to understand the 
racialized brutality of the present 

Carol Schumacher, Communication: Meme culture's effect on communication: A historical perspective 

Madeline Strelec, Language Studies: Bilingualism and English language learning: The realities of 
children living in the U.S. 

Audrey Sutton, Recreation and Sport Management: How the history of protests in sports has impacted 
social change 

Kerry Tepe, Biology: A glimpse into the mind: An evaluation of the development and applications of 
neuroimaging 
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Gabriella Tortorice, Choral Music Education: Erasing the negative connotations of rap: A music 
educator's perspective 

Mitchell R. Townsend, Political Science: Conflict, cooperation, and the Islamic Republic: Study of 
Obama era policies on Iranian regional power 

Emma Tuttle, Accounting: Social media and its effects on body image in the 21st century 

Amy Van de Velde, Packaging Engineering Technology: Women in engineering: Overcoming 
adversity in the field 

Kayla Vander Zee, Interior Architecture Design: Sustainable design: The influence of the 
environment in architecture  

Trevor Vogel, Mathematics: Autocorrelation in regression: Analyzing and removing the problem 

Joshua Watkin, Elementary Education: How Disney films portray gender stereotypes 

Kylie S. Wertz, Biology: Optimizing the reaction conditions for catalytic addition of disilanes to imines 

Ashton A. White, Baccalaureate Nursing: Complementary and alternative medicine: Physical 
manipulation of the body 

Sarah Williams, Operations and Supply Chain Management: Greening the global supply chain: 
Carbon footprint management with transportation systems 

Katherine Williamson, Political Science Major - International Relations: The African disadvantage: 
Modern African civil wars & conflicts—Why are they reoccurring? 

Jacob Wilson, Psychology: Close vs. cooperative:  Sex differences in friendship strategies 

Kayli Worthey, Human Development and Family Studies: Implications of divorce: Co-parenting 
influence on a child’s wellness 

Madigan Wulff, Marketing: The effects of advancing technology on media 

Devon Zeck, Business Administration: Down to the final strike: Why the MLB industry is declining 
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